
 
 

AUTUMN REESER, LACEY CHABERT AND ALISON SWEENEY 
RETURN IN THE SECOND INSTALLMENT OF THEIR CROSSOVER TRILOGY IN 

‘THE WEDDING VEIL UNVEILED’ 
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING FEBRUARY 12, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 

 
Part of the Network’s Inaugural “Loveuary” Programming Event 

 
Paolo Bernardini Also Stars 

 
STUDIO CITY, CA – February 1, 2022 – Autumn Reeser (Sully, “Entourage”), Lacey 

Chabert (Mean Girls, “Christmas at Castle Hart”) and Alison Sweeney (“Days of Our Lives,” “Open 
by Christmas”) return in “The Wedding Veil Unveiled,” a new, original movie premiering 
Saturday, February 12 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel, as part of the network’s 
inaugural “Loveuary” programming event.  Paolo Bernardini (“All the Money in the World”) also 
stars.  The second installment of an enchanting new trilogy about three college friends who share 
a 19th century wedding veil said to bring whoever possesses it true love.  The movie was partly 
shot on location in Italy. 

A few months after Avery’s (Chabert) wedding, Chicago-based professor Emma (Reeser) 
travels to Italy to teach the history of American art.  While there, she uses her free time to 
research the provenance of the veil, which leads her to the colorful island town of Burano, famed 
for its exquisitely handcrafted lace.  On her way to the island she encounters a handsome man 
(Bernardini) who offers help but Emma – still processing the end of a long-distance relationship 
– declines.  Her search leads to the oldest shop on the island, where the owner responds 
exuberantly to the veil.  Emma doesn’t understand Italian but thankfully, the man she met earlier 
shows up and can translate.  She learns his name is Paolo and his grandmother is the shop owner.  
He explains that the veil shares a special connection to his family, who had thought it destroyed.  
Paolo and Emma decide to work together to unravel the century-old mystery of how the long-lost 
veil made its way from Italy to a shop in San Francisco.  As they spend time together and Paolo 
helps Emma to let go and embrace the beauty of Italy, they begin falling for each other.  As 
Emma prepares to return to Chicago, she isn’t sure she can handle another long-distance 
relationship, but the veil and its legend may have other plans.  
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